ate, wi,th colour and black and white photographs and line drawings, this book is a pleasure to handle and enables the newcomer rapidly to grasp the essentials of many of the problems of opthalmology. Its perusal is therefore a suitable beginning for the student at the start of his study of opthalmology and, when supplemented by a reasonable amount of clinical experience, enables him to marshall his knowledge in a useful way,
Ai a time when the organisation of research and its support is under critical review it is especially interesting to read this account of the work of the largest British organisation supporting medical research. The report succeeds not only in giving an overall view of the work supported by the Council, but it succeeds admirably in relating it to progress elsewhere in many fields of medicine and applied biology. To a specialised worker in one field it affords interesting and stimulating glimpseis of work in other fields. The four plates included well illustrate the wide interests covered. One records the chromosome band-ing revealed by the new Giemsa technique, the next the auto-mated chromosome analysis equipment in the Council's Cytogenetic Unit. A scanning electron microphotograph reveals new features in bone structure and the fourth plate shows spirometric studies in progress in the field in New Guinea. There is much else ranging, for example, from psychological reactions to abortion and juvenile delinquency to gene control and metal ions in biological systems.
All who wish to know what is happening in medicine outside their own speciality should read this report. All who desire change in the organisation of research might be better informed of the complexity of the problem by a careful study of this report. 'His is the latest edition of one of the classic elementary textbooks of pharmacology. Its format, a small paperback book with two columns of print and line drawing text illustrations, is in line with current practice for undergraduate textbooks. It contains a large amount of authentic pharmacological information which is well arranged and described with a list of references for further reading at the end of each chapter. But on reading through various chapters it becomes increasingly difficult to discern what kind of student is meant to use this book. I suppose there are those who wish to take up the career of academic pharmacology for whom this book might be appropriate. But its emphasis on unimportant pharmacological detail is matched by an extraordinary choice of drugs to exemplify pharmacological principles, pages are devoted to the pharmacology of for instance strychnine while heroin is dismissed in a few lines with no mention of the problem of addiction. The metabolism of drugs is mentioned in general terms but the problem of enzyme induction and the related problem of drug interactions is scarcely mentioned. This lack of orientation of the text towards the current clinical situation makes this book inappropriate for students of medicine, pharmacy or veterinary science. P.C.E.
